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N. I. Serikoff 

IDENTIFYING "ACEPHALOUS" MANUSCRIPTS 

Since Arabic manuscripts began to be collected over the 
last five centuries in Europe, European librarians seem to 
have come to distinguish between "good" and "bad" manu
scripts. A "good" manuscript is a complete manuscript, 
with the beginning and the end, written in clear handwrit
ing, and preferably a holograph copy. A "good" manuscript 
traditionally must have a beginning containing information 
on its provenance and authorship. Such information in
cludes an invocatio (or in Arabic basma/a), followed by the 
name of the author (or his pen-name) introduced by the 
word qii/a ("said"), definition of the subject of the book, 
and its title after the words wa-samaituhu (" ... and I called 
it ... "). All manuscripts lacking these features are automati
cally considered deficient or "bad", since the lack of the in
dications enumerated above for a "good" manuscript im
pedes unambiguous identification of manuscripts and their 
classification. In other words, such "bad" manuscripts can
not be easily catalogued because of the lack of necessary 
data about their authors, scribes, and exact titles. 

However. in contrast to a modem researcher, the pres
ence or lack of this information has never been terribly 
important to an Arab reader. Unlike a European collector, 
the most important thing to him was the text itself, and 
only after that the name of the author and the title. That of
ten the name of the author was not so important is seen 
from an example of the tenth-century Arab geographer al
Muqaddasl. In the introduction to his Ahsan at-taqiisfm fl 
ma 'rifat al-aqiilfm ("The Best Divisions for Knowledge of 
the Regions"). he made an interesting observation about 
this particular feature: 

"Also I saw a book in the library of al-.wihih. [whose] 
authorship was ascribed to Abt1 Zayd al-Balhl. and with 
maps. I also sm\- a copy of exactly the same book in Nayffi
hUr. ... the namL' of the author \\·as not given. though some 

credit its authorship to lbn al-Mauuban al-Karhl. I saw a 
copy of the same book in 81d1iira [too]. [and its] authorship 
was ascribed to lbrJhlm b. Muhammad al-Farisl. This latter 
ascription is most correct. for I have met with a nLDnber of 
persons who were acquainted with him and actually saw him 
composing [the book J ..... [I]. 

Second, the fact that Arab readers were primarily inter
ested in the texts themselves and only after that in their 
proper attribution is attested by a great number of convo
lutes kept in various libraries. These convolutes usually 
consist of fragments of various works written on a particu
lar subject, sewn together. The same holds true for manu-
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scripts which lack the first and the last page. Anonymous or 
"acephalous" for a modem European reader, these manu
scripts were regarded by the Arabs themselves exactly like 
those including information on their titles and authorship. 
Because of the specific nature of Arabic learning the lack of 
the title or the name of the author was not a crucial matter. 
In the course of learning, Arab students usually mastered 
texts by heart. For this reason, for the readers who were 
familiar with a particular subject, the "acephalous" books 
or convolutes were not at all anonymous. Knowing by heart 
a number of books on a particular subject, they usually 
were able to identify a "bad" copy, while for a modem 
European cataloguer or researcher, this sort of manuscripts 
is among the most difficult to identify, since he/ she usually 
is not so well-versed in Arabic texts. Even if the authorship 
of a particular passage is established, uncertainty still re
mains concerning whether the whole work may be unambi
guously identified on the basis of the passage. It was quite 
a common practice for Arab scholars to compile their 
sources in extenso, including large parts of works which 
belonged to other authors; thereby they composed new 
writings of their own. Such a method of compilation, in 
their view, had nothing to do with plagiarism, which can be 
confirmed by another quotation from al-Muqaddasl: 

"I saw his (al-Ghayhanl's - N. S.) work in seven 
volumes in the libraries of 'Ai;!ud al-Daw la, though not as
cribed to him. True, some ascribe the authorship to Ibn 
Khurradadbih. Also I have seen in Na~abiir, two succinct 
works. of which one is ascribed to al-Ghay!)anl [and] the 
other bears the name of lbn Khurradai;lbih as the author. 
They agree with each other in substance, except that a~ 
Ghayhanl has provided some additional matter [2]. 

This specific method of compilation, along with miss
ing beginnings and endings, makes the cataloguing of the 
"acephalous" manuscripts an incredibly difficult task for 
a modem scholar. Often such manuscripts are not even 
included in published catalogues. However, this is far from 
reflecting the genuine Arabic manuscript tradition, for it 
does not in fact take into consideration numerous manu
scripts which were read and known. Therefore, the aim 
of the present article is to suggest some methods of cata
loguing "acephalous" manuscripts. These methods have 
been worked out and used in the course of preparing the 
"Wellcome Catalogue of the Arabic Medical Manuscripts''. 
If applied consistently, it can facilitate the identification 
of such difficult manuscripts and consequently to include 
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them in the existing co1pu.1· of identified Arabic manu
scripts in Europe. Such identification is highly desirable 
since it enables one to introduce a considerable number of 
hitherto neglected Arabic manuscripts for the first time. It 
may also help to cast more light on the Arabic manuscript 
tradition as well as to elucidate the real use of manuscripts 
in the Arab world. 

The method suggested here can be called chapter direc
tory. It should be noted that Arab scribes and authors who 
took care of possible damage to a manuscript - the loss 
of the beginning or pages (wholly or partially). etc. - tried 
to "defend" it by placing information about the work not 
only at the beginning but also in other parts of the text. 
Thus the title of the work, and sometimes the name of the 
author. might be mentioned as well in the colophon or 
at the beginning of the major divisions of the text, such as 
sections or chapters. However. this was not always consis
tently practiced, which is why a possible way of identifying 
an "acephalous" manuscript would be comparing the 
sequence of its chapters with that of already known and 
identified works. In this case. an ideal instrument for estab
lishing the sequence of chapters may be to create a chapter 
directory. In such a directory. all headings and chapters 
incipits of the manuscripts under identification are to be 
listed in alphabetical order. This chapter directory should 
be accompanied by a full description of the relevant manu
script. the chapters being indicated in the order as presented 
in the manuscript. In applying this directory, the reader is 
able to compare chapter titles found in an "acephalous" 
manuscript to those cited in the index and to find coinci
dences. after which he can compare them to the descrip
tions themselves. Thus an "acephalous" manuscript's identi
fication can be conducted not only if the chapters coincide 
but also iftheir sequence coincides too. 

Surely. compiling such directory lists on the basis of 
manuscripts themselves (but not their editions) is linked 
with a number of difficulties. These are: (i) words frequently 
encountered; (ii) orthographic variability; (iii) possible dif
ference between the title of the chapter as quoted in the 
manuscript table of contents and its actual title inside the 
text; (iv) deficient titles. 

Let us consider all the cases here. 

I. Words frequently encountered. 
Chapters in Arabic books are usually introduced by the 

following words: kitab ("book"), maqiila ("chapter"), bah 
("chapter"). fas/ ("division"), etc. Then, as a rule, comes 
the number, frequently accompanied by the exact informa
tion about the larger division, to which the chapter belongs. 
Alier that the actual title of the chapter is provided, being 
introduced by the prepositions Ji or 'an ("about"). In order 
to avoid a possible confusion in the directory arrangement 
under the letters kaf(for kitiib), mlm (for maqiila), ha' (for 
bah). fa· (for fas/ or fl) it would be logical to arrange the 
alphabetical list of the chapters under the first contents
communicative word. For example, a chapter entitled -

~I :;J.Jl..1 .• __.,; 0.Jy.t...ll.J '-"""b JI ,,_,i~J 

(Al-bah al-khtimis irn-1- 'ashnlna F Madawat al- 'fshq) -
"Chapter twenty-five. About treatment of love" - should 
not be placed in the directory list under the letter a//f; 
but under the letter mlm, with which the word madawa 
("treatment") begins. Consequently, the original sequence 
of chapters, as given in the manuscript, needs to be altered. 

For example: 
Al-MaghiisT, Kami/ al-Sina'at a/-Tihhiyya al-ma 'riif' 

hi-I-Malak/ (3]. 

I. An original sequence: 

015 I.ii o)~I .:,,.o .:.,.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; ._.;lill ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 87a. I 7) o.1l.o y.,t .:,,.o l.1fa dl..i 

~I o)_p. ~ .!.>.1Wl tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; .:.Jlill ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 87a.32) 

o.1fa o)_p. ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;J.Jl.i.o __.,; tilJI ..,.,w1 

.(fol. 87b.IO) 0~1 J=-,l.1 .:,,.o .;:£ _p.:; 
o.1l.o ~ .:.,.1WI tl..iu:JI :;J.Jl.1.o __.,; '-"""WI ..,.,WI 

.(fol. 88a.4) ~.ill tl..iu:JI ~.Jl.J 

clJ.o •.J-LU ~ .:.,.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; vu.11......JI ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 88a.22) .1fa .1..>4 

2. Chapter sequence in alphabetical order in the index: 

o)_p. ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; til)I ..,.,WI 
.(fol. 87a.32) 0~1 J=-,l.1 .:,,.o .;:£ _p.:; o.1fa 

clJ.o •,J-LU ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.i.o __.,; .._,.,.11......JI ..,.,w1 
.(fol. 88a.22) .1fa .1..>4 

o.1l.o ~ .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JJ :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; '-"""WI ..,.,WI 

.(fol. 88a.4) ~.ill tl..iu:JI ~.Jl.J 
I.ii :;)~I .:,,.o .!.>.1WI tl..iu:JI :;l.Jl.1.o __.,; ._.;lill ..,.,WI 

.(fol. 87a. l 7) o.1l.o y.,t .:,,.o l.1fa dl..i 015 

II. Orthographic variability. 
Although it would be logical to maintain in manu

scripts catalogues the original orthography, in the alpha
betic list of chapters it is necessary to correct orthography 
according to the rules of standard Arabic grammar in order 
to facilitate the search. 

III. Possible difference between the title of the chapter 
as quoted in the manuscript table of contents and its actual 
title inside the text. 

Arab authors frequently supply their works with tables 
of contents. The titles of the chapters quoted there should 
also be included in the alphabetic index. But it frequently 
occurs that the title of a chapter as it appears in the table of 
contents does not correspond to that found in the text itself. 
For example, the chapter title in the table of contents in MS 
A 294 from the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies [4] appears as ~~.J ~ _,...,.,g __.,; 

~ ~ -S't....J 
while in the actual text the chapter title is give~ slightly 

different: ~ ~ \?t....J ~~.J :;~I _,...,.,g .}· 
In this case, the alphabetic list should contain the title of the 
chapter as it is present in the table of contents, with a vari
ant from the main body of the text in square brackets: __.,; 

·~ ~ \?t....J ~~.J (:;~I]~~ 

To cite only two examples [5]: 

:[.::.._,11] '4J,I l,Jli 0-'~ 01.J .::.._,11 i....J~ .j 
4;.Jll .j y..4]1 \?.:?3J ~I 4,)4]1.J ~l..i..J:JI .j 

.[vuWI ~ .U.WJI 4,)4]1] 
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IV. Deficient titles. 
It occurs sometimes that there is no special title of 

a chapter available, and the title is denoted only by the 
words like a/-biib al-awwal ("Chapter one"), and so on. In 
this particular case, the chapter title should be invented arti
ficially by adding some words from the beginning of the 
chapter, which could be called "an artificial incipit". 

Concerning the preliminary results of the manuscript 
identification method suggested I must say that at present 
I have compiled an alphabetical list of chapters for more 
than one hundred hitherto uncatalogued manuscripts which 
are preserved at the Wellcome Library for the History and 
Understanding of Medicine. The method has enabled me to 
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establish the correct titles of the following works, repre
sented by manuscripts with neither beginnings nor ends: 

1. WMS AR 191, al-ShaizarT, Kitiib mihiiyat al-rutba fi 
{a/ab al-!Jisba (Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam, Leiden
Koln, p. 196). 

2. WMS AR 219, Naghlb al-DTn al-SamarqandT, Kitiib 
al-asbiib wa-1- 'a/iimiit (ibid., p. 170). 

3. WMS AR 221, Abu Sahl Sa'Td b. 'Abd al-'AzTz 
an-NTIT, A recension of Kitiib al- 'ashr maqiiliit ft I- 'ayn 
(ibid., p. 206). 

4. WMS AR 222, Abil'l-Muna b. AbT Na~r al-KilhTn al
'Anar al-Isra'TIT, Kitiib minhiigh al-dukkiin (ibid., p. 309). 

5. WMS AR 225, Mu~ammad Akhbar 'ArafMu~ammad 
ArzanT, Kitiib !Judiid al-Amriid. 

Notes 

I. Al-MuqaddasT, The Best Divisions for Knowledge of the Regions. A translation of A!Jsan al-taqiislm ft Ma 'rifat 
al-Aqiillm, trans. by B. A. Collins, reviewed by Mu~ammad l;lamTd al-Tayyi', Centre for Muslim Contributions to Civiliza
tions, 1998, p. 5. 

2. Ibid., p. 4. 
3. Al-MaghilsT, Kami/ al-~inii 'at al-tibbiyya al-ma 'riifbi-1-ma/akl, WMS AR (Haddad 9.2). Cf. ~I ,:.,lb_,b=.11 ..:.u.uA' 

. '°'~..)\'\At I\ t. t yb. .i.4'~ J.fa- ._,wl.J. t" .:Jl_,i.j:.'i4 Jl.:i.::. l!°L..u ..... _,. .......,_, Ji= ~ly.1-.s"L..u .>fa .JI~ .... -4>__,..ll 
4. Rayhiinat al-arwiih wa-sul/am al-adab wa-1-~a/iih by MkrdTgh al-Kas~. See Arabskie Rukopisi. KratkiT Kata/og 

(Arabic manuscripts. A Concise Catalogue) (Moscow, 1988), No. 10510; see also Val. Polosin, V. Polosin, N. Serikoff, 
Catalogue of the Christian Arabic Manuscripts Preserved at the St. Petersburg Institute of Oriental Studies, eds. N. Serikoff 
and H. Teule (forthcoming). 

5. Jbid. 
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